The STATE of TRANSIT in NEW ORLEANS

Ten Years After Katrina
Ten years post-Katrina, New Orleans’ transit recovery remains uneven. Bus service remains down 65% while there are now more streetcars making more trips than were offered in 2005. Ridership gains have slowed in recent years, likely due to the lack of frequent transit service. While streetcars remain an historic and iconic part of our transit system, they are costly to install and inflexible in providing service. Federal monies and local bond sales have financed a massive streetcar expansion project which has not been well-integrated into the existing network of bus routes and has actually worsened commutes for some bus riders by forcing them to transfer to the new streetcar to complete their trip.

By narrowly focusing our capital investment on streetcar expansion, we are missing the opportunity to pursue other game-changing transit modes that can provide high quality, rapid transit to housing and job centers across our region. And by expending increasingly larger shares of our operating budget on streetcars, we are selling bus riders short.

Our uneven transit recovery can be partially attributed to the lack of a true, comprehensive transit master plan to guide the New Orleans Regional Transit Authority’s (NORTA) investments and decision-making. The absence of a well-defined vision, clearly established goals, and a plan that is developed in coordination with community members has led to ad hoc decision-making and a haphazard service recovery. We at Ride New Orleans were discouraged when TransDev, the private company that manages NORTA’s day-to-day operations, presented a 20-year capital plan to the NORTA Board of Commissioners because it presents a massive streetcar expansion plan instead of balancing the need for quality transit options using multiple modes. The plan was created behind closed doors with no public input and offers no framework for evaluating tradeoffs and investments. We are heartened that the NORTA Board has not endorsed this plan because we are optimistic about the future of transit in New Orleans.

The financial situation of the agency has significantly improved: NORTA is no longer looking over the edge of a fiscal cliff. The NORTA Board seized on the opportunity to strengthen their position when renewing their contract with TransDev. Through the new agreement, the agency will realize significant cost savings, service improvements, and greater authority over their contracted staff, and will be able to make better use of their improved financial position. The NORTA Board has worked hard over the last few years to bring the agency to a stable financial and institutional position, making it easier to achieve future improvements.

We now call upon the NORTA Board of Directors to set the long term vision for the organization through a comprehensive, publicly vetted master plan.

Ride New Orleans’ Board would like to thank our Executive Director, Rachel Heiligman, for her tireless efforts in analyzing data, writing this report, and coordinating the review process. Ride New Orleans received help in this effort from Vivek Shah and Peter Bennett, researchers from the Ride New Orleans’ Policy Committee; and our committee of outside reviewers. We thank all of those who assisted for their efforts. Finally, we would like to thank all of the riders of the New Orleans Regional Transit Authority. Without you, there would be no vision for the future.

Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Dadakis
President, Ride New Orleans
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Ride New Orleans is an independent non-profit organization. Our vision is a world class, multi-modal transportation system that promotes a vibrant, healthy and sustainable New Orleans region. Our mission is to enhance the quality of life in the New Orleans region by promoting safe, convenient, and affordable transportation options.
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Executive Summary

Since RIDE New Orleans released its inaugural “State of Transit in New Orleans” report in July 2014, the New Orleans Regional Transit Authority (NORTA) has made significant progress adding transit service, controlling costs and strengthening the agency’s financial and management oversight positions. But overall, our transit recovery continues to lag; ten years after Katrina, just 45% of our overall transit service has returned.

Following Katrina, streetcars have risen to a new level of prominence, commanding a significantly larger share of NORTA’s operating expenses. In fact, NORTA has **fully restored pre-Katrina levels of streetcar service, but just 35% of bus service.** Given that existing streetcar lines serve only select neighborhoods, **this uneven recovery has left many neighborhoods across the city with poor-quality transportation choices.**

NORTA is no longer at a point where the agency is simply recovering from post-Katrina devastation. Instead, the agency has moved beyond recovery and is actively expanding streetcar infrastructure. Yet NORTA’s planning efforts have been limited to fragmented studies and plans. The agency still lacks an integrated vision, guided by community priorities, and a framework with which to evaluate investment outcomes among competing interests for limited resources. **The time has come for the NORTA Board of Commissioners (NORTA Board), together with New Orleans and regional community leaders, businesses and elected officials, to develop a stakeholder-led transit master plan, deploy immediate operations improvements, and make it easier to travel across parish boundary lines.** In order for this planning effort to be successful, NORTA must work collaboratively with City leaders to ensure the transit master plan is integrated with City of New Orleans’ policy initiatives and anticipated growth and development patterns.

The first part of this report examines progress made by NORTA in the last three years. The second part shows that NORTA still has a long way to go in its efforts to provide high-quality transit service and provides key data points on our uneven transit recovery. In the final part, RIDE New Orleans calls for NORTA to work alongside the City and its many stakeholders towards a new direction.

The July 2014 report highlighted New Orleans transit recovery through 2012. Relying on a number of data indicators, we revealed that our city had recovered just 36% of its pre-Katrina transit service, though our population had rebounded to 86% of pre-Katrina levels over that same time period. We also found that the greatest declines in available transit service had occurred disproportionately in low-income neighborhoods, communities of color, and areas where fewer households had access to personal vehicles. Finally, we found that the costs of the New Orleans Regional Transit Authority (NORTA) were significantly higher than peer transit agencies and that the agency was on an unsustainable spending path that could further jeopardize our continued transit recovery.
Part I. Progress
In 2014, NORTA committed $5 million to annual service improvements, restoring bus routes that were cut following Katrina and adding frequency throughout the system. These improvements have benefitted neighborhoods across the city. What’s more, the NORTA Board has steered the agency to stability, successfully negotiating for cost savings, service improvements and more authority over senior level hires in their new contract with operator and manager TransDev (formerly, Veolia Transportation). Moreover, the agency’s financial forecasts have improved dramatically thanks to rapidly rising sales tax revenues. At the same time, the City of New Orleans’ leaders have created a favorable policy climate that values integrated land use, workforce and transportation policies, opening the door for NORTA and the City to advance holistic improvements to our public transit service and infrastructure.

Part II. A Long Way to Go
Despite recent service increases, New Orleans still has significantly less transit service available ten years after Katrina. Before Katrina, NORTA buses and streetcars made more than 17,000 trips each week. By 2015, that number had fallen to just 7,813. This represents a 55% decline in available transit service.

NORTA’s lagging transit service recovery can be explained in large part by a significant decrease in operating funds available to the agency since Katrina. In 2004, NORTA reported operating funds of $143 million. By 2013, its budget had fallen to just $88 million - nearly $55 million less.

Streetcar infrastructure has dominated NORTA’s capital investments, with an extensive expansion in streetcar service currently underway. With the addition of the Loyola-Union Passenger Terminal (Loyola-UPT) streetcar line in January 2013, NORTA now offers more (103%) weekly streetcar trips than it did in 2005. However, even with recent service additions, only 35% of weekly bus trips have been restored, leaving New Orleanians with less frequent service in the many neighborhoods not served by streetcar routes. Yet, TransDev leaders have called for nearly $1 billion in additional capital funding to continue laying new tracks without studying the potential for investment in other high-quality transit modes that would serve more people.

Part III. A Way Forward
After Katrina, there was no roadmap to transit recovery and the NORTA Board deserves credit for their commitment to serving our community. But the recovery has been uneven, because it has been the result of a series of ad-hoc decisions. NORTA is beyond simply recovering from post-Katrina devastation. Yet, the agency still lacks an integrated vision, guided by community priorities. It is missing a framework with which to evaluate and weigh investment outcomes among competing interests for limited resources.

NORTA should act immediately to develop a truly comprehensive transit master plan, together with their many stakeholders. With the City preparing to embark on an update of the Master Plan, NORTA and City leaders must work collaboratively to ensure that transit service seamlessly supports anticipated developments and growth while connecting people to economic opportunity throughout New Orleans and the surrounding region.
Here are five key reasons we must act now:

- New Orleans residents depend on high quality transit to access opportunity.
- Progressive businesses are calling for better workforce transit connections.
- Defining a collective vision for our transit future makes us more competitive for federal grants and local fundraising.
- The New Orleans city and region changed dramatically following Katrina, but the transit system has not kept pace.
- Regional workforce opportunities can address long-standing poverty but only with better transit connections.

In addition to conducting a system-wide planning process, NORTA should also seize on immediate opportunities to improve transit service using new technology, design, and operating approaches to weed out inefficiencies. Improvements range from speeding up the boarding process through new fare technologies to giving transit vehicles traffic signal priority. These are standard practices throughout the country, and these improvements can result in faster, more reliable transit service for riders and cost savings for NORTA.

Finally, NORTA must embrace the “regional” in their name and work to overcome political hurdles that prevent truly regional transit service needed to support the Greater New Orleans economy. NORTA must develop partnerships with neighboring transit systems to coordinate a regional fare structure, and provide regional, rapid-transit routes.

Methodology

In this report, we rely on data self-reported by NORTA to the National Transit Database in addition to data obtained directly from the NORTA on the availability of transit service. We also dive into the current state of financial affairs at the NORTA; our financial analysis is based on annual NORTA budget documentation that RIDE New Orleans received through Freedom of Information Act requests. More detailed information on data, methodology, and selection of comparable transit agencies can be found in the Appendix.

NORTA should act immediately to develop a truly comprehensive, transit master plan, together with their many stakeholders
Part I: Progress

In July 2014, RIDE New Orleans released our inaugural “The State of Transit in New Orleans” report, highlighting New Orleans transit recovery through 2012. Relying on a number of data indicators, we revealed that our city had recovered just 36% of our pre-Katrina transit service, though our population had rebounded to 86% of pre-Katrina levels over that same time period. We also found that the greatest declines in available transit service had occurred disproportionately in low-income neighborhoods, communities of color, and areas where fewer households had access to personal vehicles. Finally, we found that NORTA’s costs were significantly higher than peer transit agencies and that the agency was on an unsustainable spending path that could further jeopardize our continued transit recovery.

Our updated report finds that NORTA has made significant progress adding transit service, controlling costs and strengthening the agency’s financial and management oversight positions. These efforts have resulted in more transit service available throughout the city and an empowered NORTA Board better positioned to lead the agency into the future. Simultaneously, leaders with the City of New Orleans have advanced initiatives and land use strategies that create a favorable policy climate to advance holistic improvements to our public transit service and infrastructure.

NORTA has made significant progress adding transit service, controlling costs and strengthening the agency’s financial and management oversight positions.
1. More Service for More People

Since we last reported, NORTA began operations on the newly constructed Loyola-UPT streetcar line. In September 2014, NORTA increased its operating expenses by $5 million annually to expand bus service to: (1) restore two pre-Katrina bus routes serving Gentilly and the West Bank, (2) extend existing routes to provide service to the Treme and the Desire-Upper 9th Ward neighborhoods, and (3) add frequency to existing bus routes across the city.

These efforts have resulted in more service, available for more people. By 2012, NORTA had recovered just 36% of its pre-Katrina weekly transit trips. As of January 2015, that number has increased to 45%.

Weekly Transit Trips: Ride New Orleans measured the amount of transit service available before and after Katrina by counting the number of weekly trips made along all transit routes in 2005, 2012 and 2015, a measure called 'Total Transit Volume'. See Section 1 of the Appendix for additional details on our methodology.

Neighborhoods Across the City Benefit from Recent Service Additions
NORTA’s service additions have benefitted neighborhoods across the city, based on Ride New Orleans’ analysis of Total Transit Volume for routes serving each neighborhood (for more detailed methodology, see Section 2 of the Appendix). The neighborhoods that saw the most weekly transit trips restored along the routes that provide service to between 2012 and 2015 are listed in the chart below.

Increased Frequency Leads to More Convenient Service
Before Katrina, NORTA’s bus and streetcar service was highly convenient for riders; in fact, 80% of bus and streetcar routes offered service every 30 minutes or less during peak commuting hours. In 2012, the picture was far bleaker: convenient service dropped significantly, with only 24% of transit lines offering service under 30 minutes, and 18% of bus routes operating at peak hour frequencies of 60 minutes or longer. However, in the three years since 2012, NORTA has invested in expanded transit service, bringing the new total to 43%, still markedly behind pre-Katrina service levels, but improving. Only one bus route now has a peak hour frequency of 60 minutes or longer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighborhood</th>
<th>Increase for past 3 years, in % (2012 - 2015)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Lake Forest</td>
<td>164.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freret</td>
<td>75.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Park</td>
<td>75.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Riverside</td>
<td>65.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Cross</td>
<td>54.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plum Orchard</td>
<td>51.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Riverside</td>
<td>49.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayou St. John</td>
<td>49.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadmoor</td>
<td>47.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentilly Woods</td>
<td>45.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pines Village</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Blvd. East</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gert Town</td>
<td>43.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dixon</td>
<td>43.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treme / Lafitte</td>
<td>39.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Woods</td>
<td>31.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentilly Terrace</td>
<td>30.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table: Peak Hour Frequency in 2005, 2012, 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 15 minutes</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 to 30 minutes</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 to 60 minutes</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater than 60 minutes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For details on our methodology for measuring peak-hour frequencies of transit lines, see Section 3 of the Appendix.

**Frequency** – How often the bus or streetcar comes – is another important indicator of how convenient service is for passengers commuting to. Riders who depend on a once-per-hour bus confront long and difficult-to-plan commutes, especially if transfers are required, and “choice riders” who can decide whether to ride transit to work will not ride if they might have to wait 30 minutes or longer for the next bus. “Peak-hour frequencies” or rush hour waits when most commuters are on the road are a good measure of how convenient service is for most riders and reflect the transit system’s service at its best, when the most transit vehicles are in operation. Yet it’s important to note that frequency at other times of day and on weekends is also important for non-work trips; this is not a measure we evaluated for this report.

### 2. Board of Commissioners Steers Agency to Stability

When we reported last year, NORTA was looking over the edge of a financial cliff. Deficit spending and the depletion of a “rainy day” fund led the agency to project that it would be out of money in 2015. Yet the looming crisis never materialized, thanks to the leadership of the agency’s Board of Commissioners. With a new management contract, more available sales tax revenues and professional training, the NORTA Board has steered the agency to stability and positioned the agency to advance a more strategic and forward-thinking agenda.

**A Better Contract**

In 2009, NORTA entered into a five-year, delegated management contract with TransDev (formerly called Veolia Transportation). Through the expansive and wide-ranging contract, TransDev assumed responsibility for all agency functions, from planning and financial management to operations and maintenance. The agreement effectively meant that TransDev served as the staff and management of NORTA, reporting to the politically appointed NORTA Board.

That contract was up for renewal for a second, five-year term in 2014, and the NORTA Board put in place several significant reforms that will help to control costs, improve transit service performance and give the Board greater authority in important planning and decision-making by TransDev leaders. Some highlights from the contract renewal are detailed below:

- **Executive Director** – The NORTA Board will hire an Executive Director to serve as chief executive officer of the agency and ultimately manage the performance of the delegated management relationship with TransDev.
• **Senior Managers** - The NORTA Board has reserved the authority to approve TransDev's hiring of all senior manager positions. They also now have the ability to direct TransDev to terminate persons holding senior management positions that do not meet the Board’s expectations.

• **Annual Contribution** - TransDev has agreed to contribute $375,000 to NORTA’s budget annually.

• **Capping Revenues** - Any costs that Transdev incurs that aren’t related to operating the public transit system cannot exceed 5 percent of its revenues.

• **Performance Incentives and Disincentives** - TransDev must meet baseline performance standards. If TransDev exceeds the baseline by a set amount, a bonus payment is granted on a quarterly basis. If TransDev falls below the baseline by a set amount, a quarterly damage payment is assessed. These incentives range from on-time performance, fleet maintenance, system usage (ridership), preventable accidents and customer service.

• **Capital Planning** - TransDev must submit one-year, five-year and 20-year capital improvement plans once every annual budget cycle.

### A Stronger Financial Outlook

When NORTA put together their five-year financial projections in 2012, the agency was looking over the edge of a financial cliff. NORTA was already deficit-spending and projecting that their deficit would grow to $20 million annually by 2016, and was covering their annual expenses by spending down an “unrestricted reserves” fund. By 2015, NORTA was projecting that the fund would be fully expended, leaving the agency unable to cover their operating expenses. In a significant turn of events, the booming success of retail growth in New Orleans has led to the 1-cent sales tax dedicated to public transportation yielding unexpected revenues for NORTA. In NORTA’s most recent five-year financial projection (2015 – 2019), the agency still anticipates deficit spending in the coming years, peaking in 2016 at just under $9 million. These annual deficits will continue to deplete the unrestricted reserves fund; **by 2019, NORTA forecasts just $3 million remaining in the reserves fund, revealing that despite an improved outlook, the agency must continue to contain costs and explore new revenue options to ensure long-term financial sustainability.**

### Annual Training Begins

During the 2014 Louisiana legislative session, Speaker Pro Tempore and Representative for New Orleans District 91, Walt Leger, III, carried through legislation (Act No. 676) requiring all regional transit agency board members throughout Louisiana to receive six hours of professional development and training opportunities to ensure all board members have a thorough understanding of the agency’s policies, legal and fiscal responsibilities, federal compliance regulations and stay current with innovative practices. Eligible training topics include: transit planning, financing, operations and design best practices, parliamentary procedure, public hearing procedure, cultural sensitivity, ethics, workforce and labor issues, public engagement, transit agency governance, and Americans with Disabilities Act requirements.

In July 2014, the NORTA Board underwent their first training workshop, working with transit leaders from Charlotte, NC and Rochester, NY to explore national best practices and success stories in effective and efficient transit management, and exploring frameworks for making decisions in transit agency operations.
Empowered Community Voices
The NORTA Board adopted a transformative community engagement policy in January 2014, paving the way for the creation of a Transit Riders’ Advisory Committee to weigh in on agency policy, planning and investment decision-making. In July 2015, the NORTA Board convened the first meeting of the Transit Riders’ Advisory Committee, who identified the desire to receive training on how transit is funded, managed and operated and to develop guidance on everything from real-time GPS transit tracking to coordinated transit service with area schools and after-school programming. The NORTA Board’s commitment to community engagement will ensure that the agency can be more responsive to community identified needs and priorities.

3. Public transit lies at the heart of new City policy initiatives

The City of New Orleans (City) and key agency partners have developed a series of major policy initiatives, all of which highlight the potential for improved transit connectivity throughout the city and region to achieve a more equitable, inclusive and resilient New Orleans.

Through the Livable Claiborne Communities study, the City engaged diverse communities to evaluate the potential for interdependent land use and transportation strategies to connect people to opportunity and create a vibrant and healthy communities in the heart the New Orleans. Out of this effort, the Network for Economic Opportunity was born, to implement key policy recommendations including creating better access to jobs and opportunities through enhanced transportation choices.

With the 2010 adoption of “The Plan for the 21st Century” more commonly referred to as the Master Plan, came the passage of a future land use map a robust transportation chapter that calls for fast and efficient mass transit supported by transit-oriented development. With the subsequent adoption of a new Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance in 2015, the City’s new land use strategy is now being implemented, creating a development road map for future public transit expansion to support New Orleans’ growth.

As the the 10th anniversary of Katrina approaches, the City and the New Orleans Redevelopment Authority are preparing the ‘Resilience Strategy’ that envisions a modern, efficient, and predictable regional transit system that connects people to opportunities and fulfilling, prosperous, and healthy lives.

It is clear that City leadership recognizes the value of integrated land use, workforce and transportation policies, and this favorable policy climate creates new opportunities for advancing holistic improvements to our public transit service and infrastructure.

Leaders with the City of New Orleans have advanced initiatives and land use strategies that create a favorable policy climate to advance holistic improvements to our public transit service and infrastructure.
Part II: A Long Way to Go

Following Katrina, New Orleans’ transit service has been slow to recover, creating a significant deficit in available transit. Though NORTA continues to add transit service, the deficit was so large that these additions only yield incremental gains. A deeper dive into the recovery figures reveals that transit service to most all of New Orleans’ neighborhoods is down across the board and that streetcar recovery has been favored over buses. These findings reveal that New Orleans still has a long way to go in providing high-quality public transportation for its residents and visitors.

Transit service to almost all of New Orleans’ neighborhoods is down across the board, and streetcar recovery has been favored over buses.
1. Since Katrina, Only 45% of Service Has Returned

Despite recent service increases, New Orleans still has significantly less transit service available ten years post-Katrina. Pre-Katrina, NORTA buses and streetcars made more than 17,000 trips each week. By 2015, that number had fallen by more than 11,000 to just 7,813. This represents a 55% decline in available transit service.

Though New Orleans neighborhoods have benefitted from recent service additions, the amount of transit service reaching into neighborhoods is still substantially less than was offered pre-Katrina. Ten years out, all neighborhoods except one have experienced declines in available service. Those hardest hit have seen only 20% to 40% of their transit service recovered and include: Little Woods, West Lake Forest, Desire, Read Blvd West, Filmore, Viavant / Venetian Isles, Lake Terrace & Oaks, Lower Ninth Ward, Read Blvd East, Pontchartrain Park, Village de l’est, Bywater, Hollygrove, St. Claude, Lakeshore / Lake Vista, Dillard, Seventh Ward, Treme’/Lafitte, St. Bernard Area, Tulane / Gravier, St. Roch, St. Anthony, Pines Village, and Marigny. The neighborhood map further depicts post-Katrina transit service loss across the city.
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WORLD CLASS TRANSIT FOR NEW ORLEANS

Ride New Orleans - The State of Transit in New Orleans: Ten Years After Katrina
Though wait times for buses and streetcar are shorter for more people today than in 2012, NORTA no longer supplies highly convenient service to its riders. Pre-Katrina, NORTA ran 17 bus and streetcar routes at a very high frequency - with transit vehicles coming every 15 minutes or less during peak hours. In 2015, only two transit routes – the St. Charles Streetcar and Bus Route #39 Tulane – offer that level of frequency.

Demand for transit service can be difficult to measure, because often, the quality of transit service offered determines how many people want to ride transit. More people will take transit to get to work or school if it is high-quality, frequent, and reliable. RIDE New Orleans analysts relied on total annual transit boardings as reported by NORTA.
We accounted for inflation by using the Bureau of Labor Statistics inflation information provided in the Consumer Price Index to adjust to 2013 dollars.

Post-Katrina, NORTA’s ridership growth was on a fast and steady rise. In the three-year period between 2011 and 2013, NORTA observed a 19% increase in ridership to more than 18.4 million annual riders. However, ridership gains slowed significantly and from 2013 to 2014, there was only a 2% gain in overall ridership. The lack of highly frequent transit service throughout the city may be a contributing factor to the cooling ridership gains. NORTA’s lagging transit service recovery can be explained in large part by a significant decrease in operating funds available to the agency since Katrina. In 2004, NORTA reported their operating expenses to be over $143 million to the National Transit Database. By 2013, their operating expenses had fallen to just $88 million, representing a more than $55 million decline in available operating monies than the agency had at their disposal pre-Katrina. While 2014 figures are not yet available from the NTD, Ride New Orleans anticipates that service additions and increases in sales tax funding may have boosted the RTA’s operating expense figure last year - but it’s clear that funding remains a significant challenge to bringing back a more convenient, reliable system.
2. An Uneven Recovery: Streetcars Prioritized Over Buses

Post-Katrina, streetcars have risen to a new level of prominence, commanding a significantly larger share of NORTA’s operating expenses. In fact, streetcar service has now fully rebounded from Katrina’s impacts, while bus service continues to operate at just a fraction of pre-Katrina service levels. Given that existing streetcar lines serve only select neighborhoods, this uneven recovery has left many neighborhoods across the city with poor-quality transportation choices.

Not only have streetcars emerged as the winner in our transit service recovery, they’ve also dominated NORTA’s capital investments, with an extensive expansion in streetcar service underway. In New Orleans and across the country, streetcar expansion projects were galvanized by an infusion of federal money from the Obama administration. Yet, increasingly, the mobility gains promised through streetcar expansion are being called into question as new streetcar projects come online.

Since the expansion program was first announced, RIDE New Orleans has continually called for the incorporation of smarter design standards and operations into these costly projects. We firmly believe that an investment of hundreds of millions of federal and local taxpayer dollars into transit should yield mobility gains including reliable and convenient service that provides a shorter commute time than existing buses and that is competitive with the automobile commute.

So far, the streetcar expansion has proven a boon for economic development, yet has not and will not achieve a high quality transit service as designed.

### Table: Percentage Total Weekly Transit Trips Recovered Post-Katrina

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streetcar</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>103%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prior to Katrina, NORTA’s $43 million in fare revenues comprised one-third of their available operating funds. By 2013, fare revenues fell to $18 million and made up only 20% of the agency’s operating funds. Local funds for NORTA come from a one percent sales tax approved by voters in 1985. In 2004, NORTA’s local funds totaled $68 million and accounted for 51% of the agency’s operating funds; by 2013, local funds totaled just $51 million, but because the agency’s overall budget has reduced, these monies accounted for 58% of total operating funds.
Streetcar Operations Are Disproportionately Funded

While overall transit service available to riders has increased, a closer look at the numbers reveals that bus service recovery still lags significantly behind streetcars. With the addition of the Loyola – Union Passenger Terminal streetcar line in January 2013, NORTA is now offering more (103%) of weekly streetcar trips than were offered in 2005. However, even with recent service additions, only 35% of weekly bus trips have been restored, leaving New Orleanians in the many neighborhoods not served by streetcar routes, with reduced transit availability.

Another method of measuring the total amount of transit service available is to examine the number of vehicle revenue hours offered on an annual basis. Vehicle revenue hours represent the hours that transit vehicles travel while they are accepting passengers on their scheduled routes and are reported by NORTA to the National Transit Database.

Just under half, 48% of NORTA’s bus vehicle revenue hours were recovered between 2004 and 2013. Yet streetcar revenue hours have not just fully recovered, they now far exceed - by 239% - the amount offered pre-Katrina.

In 2004, NORTA offered 6.2 bus vehicle revenue hours for every streetcar vehicle revenue hour it provided. By 2013, NORTA provided just 1.2 bus vehicle revenue hours for every streetcar vehicle revenue hour, revealing just how much streetcar service has been favored in New Orleans’ transit recovery.
Streetcars offer a far more frequent service than buses to riders. On average, New Orleans’ five streetcar lines provide service every 17 minutes during peak hours. But bus riders are stuck waiting twice as long; the average peak hour frequency of all of NORTA’s bus routes combined is more than double that, at 38 minutes.

Notably, RIDE New Orleans also looked at the frequency of each transit route in 2005 and 2015 based on the number of hourly transit trips made during peak hour travel. The top ten most frequent transit routes in 2005 are listed below.

Eight of the top 10 highest-frequency transit routes were bus routes.

1. #39 Tulane
2. #88 St. Claude
3. #12 St. Charles Streetcar
4. #84 Galvez
5. #64 Lake Forest Express
6. #47 Canal-Cemeteries Streetcar
7. #55 Elysian Fields
8. #57 Franklin
9. #11 Magazine
10. #16 S. Claiborne / Poydras

By 2015, only five bus routes made it on the top ten list of most frequent transit routes offered by NORTA.

1. #12 St. Charles Streetcar
2. #39 Tulane
3. #88 St. Claude
4. #11 Magazine
5. #2 Riverfront Streetcar
6. #49 Loyola-UPT Streetcar
7. #47 Canal-Cemeteries Streetcar
8. #94 Broad
9. #48 Canal - Museum / City Park Streetcar
10. #57 Franklin

Chart: Change in Transit Frequency by Route 2005 - 2005 (as measured by number of hourly trips made during peak hour travel)
While overall ridership gains are slowing, streetcar ridership continued to climb, growing 5% in 2014 while bus ridership fell by one-tenth of one percent. That streetcars are attracting ridership at higher rates than NORTA’s bus routes is predictable given the priority that has been given to recovering and expanding streetcars post-Katrina.

Given the above described trends, it should come as no surprise that NORTA is investing more in streetcar operations than the agency did pre-Katrina. In 2000, NORTA spent 91% of their operating budget to provide bus service and 9% on streetcar service. By 2004, when the Canal Streetcar service was reintroduced, 14% of the agency’s operating budget was expended on streetcar service. Post-Katrina, NORTA’s clear preference for streetcar service restoration became even more pronounced; as of 2013, NORTA was expending just 66% of its operating budget on bus service, and 34% on streetcar operations.
Capital Budgets Favor Inefficient Service

Early in New Orleans transit recovery, plans for an extensive streetcar expansion program took shape. Without a transit master plan in place, the decision by NORTA to aggressively pursue federal funding and to raise revenue through a local bond sale committed the agency to a streetcar vision for New Orleans. Because NORTA does not have a transit master plan, the streetcar expansion program began, without a comprehensive evaluation of the viability for other transit modes, such as bus rapid transit and light rail, to serve the city and region.

The first phase brought streetcar tracks along Loyola Avenue in the Central Business District between Union Passenger Terminal and Canal Street. The project cost $52 million of which the federal government granted NORTA a $45 million U.S. Department of Transportation TIGER (aka Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery) grant.

The second phase of expansion is underway and will bring streetcar tracks along N. Rampart Street and St. Claude Avenue. Funded by a $75 million local bond sale held by NORTA in 2010, the project is on track to be completed in 2016.

In 2014, TransDev unveiled an even more ambitious streetcar expansion plan that would come with an estimated total price tag just under $1 billion. Included in the plan are:

- Rampart / St. Claude - Press to Poland: estimated cost of project $62,010,000.00
- Rampart / St. Claude – Poland to the Refinery Rd.: estimated cost of project $226,643,000.00
- Elysian Fields – St. Claude to Riverfront Line: estimated cost of project $37,206,000.00
- Elysian Fields – St. Claude to UNO: estimated cost of project $266,643,000.00
- South Carrollton - Canal to Claiborne (3.6TM) estimated cost of project $120,000,000.00
- Loyola – Howard to Convention Center Blvd and Riverfront line(4.4TM) estimate of project 130,000,00.00
- Poydras – Claiborne to Loyola (1.8)TM estimated cost of project $62,010,000.00

Though this overall vision has not yet been formally endorsed by the NORTA Board, TransDev and the NORTA Board continue to make repeated requests for additional federal monies to continue with streetcar expansion along Howard Avenue, St. Claude Avenue to Press Street and the riverfront.

In January 2013, NORTA began service on the new Loyola-UPT streetcar line. In conjunction with beginning that service, NORTA made changes to three bus lines serving Uptown neighborhoods, combining the #28 Martin Luther King and #24 Napoleon bus routes into one, and terminating the newly expanded #28 Martin Luther King and #15 Freret buses at Union Passenger Terminal. Previously, these routes continued to run service all the way to Canal Street along Loyola Avenue. Now, to reach Canal Street, a major regional transit transfer point where more than 20 transit lines converge, riders on these bus routes found themselves having to transfer to the newly opened Loyola-UPT streetcar line. This change made for a far less convenient commute aboard multiple transit vehicles while requiring passengers to purchase a more expensive fare. Not surprisingly, ridership on the #15 Freret bus fell by 42% from 2012 to 2014.

Learning from this experience, TransDev has adjusted their approach for the second phase of the streetcar expansion. According to TransDev’s current operating plans, the #57 Franklin bus that currently serves the corridor will be re-routed to N. Claiborne and the #88 St. Claude bus will continue to serve the corridor, but will operate as an express bus with no stops where it overlaps with the new streetcar line. There has not been any mention of plans for the #91 Jackson-Esplanade bus.
Part III: A Way Forward

After Katrina, the NORTA Board had to recover and replace the agency’s entire fleet of vehicles, rebuild its headquarters and navigate complicated negotiations with federal agencies, all while rapidly deploying remaining assets to areas where population was returning – a constantly changing variable. There was no roadmap to recovery and the NORTA Board deserves credit for their commitment to serving our community.

But the recovery has been uneven, because it has been the result of a series of ad-hoc decisions. NORTA is beyond simply recovering from post-Katrina devastation. Yet, NORTA’s planning efforts have been limited to a handful of capital and operations studies and plans. The agency still lacks an integrated vision, guided by community priorities. It is missing a framework with which to evaluate and weigh investment outcomes among competing interests for limited resources.

The “20-year plan” Transdev presented to the NORTA Board in July 2014 does not pass muster. The NORTA Board has neither formally adopted nor endorsed it, the public had zero opportunity to participate in its development and it therefore lacks community buy-in. It provides no framework for prioritizing projects, and finally, its financial forecasts are wildly unrealistic. For example, the “20-year plan” envisions that in 2022, NORTA will allocate $218 million of their general fund to capital projects. To put it this estimate in context, NORTA’s entire annual budget is typically less than $100 million.

Yet opportunities abound for the NORTA Board to envision a new transit future for the City and region. With key support in place across multiple City policy initiatives, the time has come for the NORTA Board to:

- Develop a community stakeholder-driven transit master plan;
- Immediately improve operations to optimize transit service performance; and
- Make it easier to travel across parish boundary lines by collaborating with neighboring transit providers.
1. A Real Transit Master Plan

NORTA should act immediately to develop a truly comprehensive transit master plan. With the City preparing to embark on an update of the Master Plan, NORTA and City leaders must work collaboratively to ensure that transit service works seamlessly to support anticipated developments and growth and to connect people to economic opportunity throughout New Orleans and the surrounding region. Here are five key reasons we must act now:

1. New Orleans residents depend on high quality transit. According to the 2013 American Community Survey, 19% of New Orleans households do not have access to a household vehicle. This figure is more than twice the national rate of 9%. Simply put, high quality transit choices are vital to the success of New Orleans’ families.

2. Progressive businesses are calling for improved workforce transit connections. The workforce for New Orleans’ thriving hospitality and healthcare industries need better early morning late night transit options.

3. Defining a collective vision for transit future makes us more competitive for federal grants and local fundraising. In its evaluation of applicants for the competitive TIGER grant, the U.S. Department of Transportation rewards projects that “demonstrate strong collaboration among a broad range of stakeholders, and (are) the product of a robust, inclusive planning process”. Competition for these funds is growing nationally.

4. New Orleans and the surrounding region have changed dramatically after Katrina; the transit system is not keeping pace. Our city and region were undergoing a transformation long before the its flooding of our city. Yet the transit service that has been restored post-Katrina has largely followed the same routes that have been in place for several decades.

5. Regional workforce opportunities can address long-standing poverty but only with better transit connections. Though NORTA only serves Orleans Parish and the City of Kenner, NORTA can act as a leader, setting a vision for regional collaboration for workforce transit connectivity. In the River Parish region, an unprecedented job boom is underway. According to a report by The Data Center, more than 42,000 jobs are being created in the energy sector - the majority of which will be available to jobseekers with just a high school degree. These well paying jobs cannot be accessed without a car. With a strong transit connection, these jobs could help to solve New Orleans long-standing poverty and unemployment issues. According to a report by the Lindy Boggs National Center for Community Literacy, 52% of African-American males in New Orleans are not working. A survey targeting this population conducted by Mayor Landrieu’s administration revealed that more than half of this population does not have a car, and that 28.4% are riding transit on a daily or weekly basis. Lack of transportation options is a contributing factor to this high unemployment rate.
What is a Transit Master Plan?

A transit master plan serves as a detailed roadmap to guide investment in service and expansion today and into the future. Transit master plans are developed through a stakeholder-led, outcome-focused and data-driven process that, if effectively implemented, will result in broad consensus and community support.

Two overarching principles should guide the transit master plan:

• **Prioritize quality transit service over nostalgia.** The technology used by a particular transit route - whether bus, streetcar, bus rapid transit or light rail - matters far less than the quality of service provided on the route. Quality service runs frequently, provides fast travel times and provides service throughout the day and night. Commuters will be most attracted to a system that is designed to provide high-quality service - regardless of whether it is a bus or a streetcar. We therefore must re-examine current plans for extensive streetcar expansion over all other modes to ensure that our limited public resources make the most impact on mobility.

• **Design transit routes based on where people live and want to travel to.** New Orleans’ transit routes have remain largely unchanged over the past several decades. Routes from all parts of the city converge in the Central Business District, even if that may not be the final destination for many of the system’s riders. This system design forces riders to transfer in the CBD while running all bus routes through the most heavily trafficked part of our city, slowing down the transit system’s performance. The unlikely cities of Houston, TX and Omaha, NE offer recent models for transit master planning. In both cities, the transit agencies wiped their existing, outdated routes off the map and designed new transit routes to serve the population and economic activity centers that exist today, recognizing that their cities’ development patterns have changed dramatically since their bus routes were originally drawn. By approaching transit route design in this way, each city was able to realize significant cost savings and provide a higher quality transit service to get riders more quickly and reliable to and from their destinations.
Visionary Transit Master Plans

Seattle

Seattle’s Department of Transportation (DoT) conducted a stakeholder-led Transit Master Plan process from 2010-2012 that included a five-point guiding framework to evaluate potential transit priorities based on the principles of “Community, Equity, Economy, Efficiency, and Environment.” More than 12,000 residents of Seattle weighed in throughout the planning process. The resulting plan balances bus and high-capacity transit expansion while aligning key transit recommendations with city zoning, bicycle and pedestrian routes, and other critical elements that affect how transit works for riders. For more, visit:  http://nelsonnygaard.com/transit-master-plan/

Denver

Voters approved a $0.04 sales tax increase in 2004 to fund the Denver Regional Transportation District’s (RTD) FasTracks plan as a twelve-year comprehensive plan for high quality transit in the Denver region. Voters supported this tax because extensive public involvement that entailed 347 public meetings, offering multiple opportunities for diverse stakeholders to participate in visioning enhanced region-wide, reliable and safe transit for Denver. To date, $5.5 billion has been invested in building 122 miles of new commuter rail and light rail, 18 miles of bus rapid transit, 21,000 new parking spaces at light rail and bus stations, and enhanced bus service for easy, convenient bus/ rail connections across the eight-county district served by RTD. For more, visit:  http://www.rtd-fastracks.com/

Houston

In 2013-2014, Houston METRO launched and completed an extensive System Reimagining process that has re-defined many of METRO’s bus routes to provide frequent, every-15-minute service to far more neighborhoods for no new money. Extensive stakeholder engagement process empowered residents and political leaders participate in the design of new bus routes. The result was the creation of the “Frequent Network” of bus routes which provides a grid of frequent service across the city, rather than the previous system that required all routes to meet downtown. For more, visit:  http://transitsystemreimagining.com/
Creating a Master Plan

An effective planning process will include these steps:

1. **Conduct stakeholder visioning to define transit goals and objectives.** Establish target audiences to engage in the visioning process and set outreach benchmarks to evaluate success in engaging target audiences. Empower the newly appointed Riders’ Advisory Committee to take on a central role in the engagement strategy. Host focus groups, workshops, technical advisory committees and public meetings. Disseminate surveys and provide for other opportunities to solicit ideas and feedback. Utilize the newly established Riders’ Advisory Committee to develop effective outreach strategies.

2. **Conduct a transit needs assessment.** Identify existing and emerging economic, service, education and activity clusters in New Orleans and throughout the region. Look to the Master Plan’s future land use map to anticipate growth. Identify residential areas with high transit dependency (carless households, low-income neighborhoods and other indicators can serve as proxies). Analyze where gaps in existing routes and frequency exist in serving these clusters and population centers.

3. **Identify key transit corridors.** Set aside the existing transit map and explore transit corridors that would best connect residents to the clusters identified in Step 2. Do not restrict identification of corridors based on political boundary lines. Consider and select target commute times, frequency of service and availability of service over the course of the day and weekend appropriate for serving each transit corridor.

4. **Evaluate costs and benefits of transit modes to serve identified corridors.** Consider the appropriateness of all transit modes - bus, express bus, bus rapid transit, streetcar, and light rail - for serving each corridor. Remember that the technology used by a particular route matters far less than the quality of service - how often it runs, how quickly and for how much of the day.

5. **Invite stakeholders to weigh in on transit vision.** Return to stakeholders with presentation of findings and recommendations for transit corridors and modes. Solicit feedback on route and quality of service design and mode analysis.

6. **Identify procurement, fleet management, technology and other operational needs to advance vision.** Evaluate lifespan of transit vehicle fleet and other agency governance and operational needs.

7. **Explore what inter-agency policies, coordination, legislation and outside partnerships are needed.** The City of New Orleans, Jefferson Parish, Regional Planning Commission and many other government agencies are all important partners to implement a transit plan. Identify barriers to implementing the plan and strategies to overcome those barriers.

8. **Develop a phased implementation plan and funding strategy.** Develop a realistic timeline for implementation and establish priorities. Explore innovative funding and revenue generation opportunities such as public-private partnerships, land value capture and more.

9. **Make plan publicly available, regularly report on implementation, and amend the plan only through a public process.** Hold a public hearing of the NORTA Board to formally adopt the plan. Provide annual progress reports on plan implementation. Return to a public process to amend the plan, allowing for stakeholder input to shape and inform any changes in approach to facilitate continued buy-in.
2. Immediate Operations Improvements

NORTA should also seize on immediate opportunities to improve transit service using technology, design and new operating approaches to weed out inefficiencies. These efforts may require upfront investments, but can yield significant cost savings that can be invested into adding more service.

Streamline the boarding process.
It's hard to miss the crowds waiting at busy transit stops. With dollar bills, coins, tokens and transit passes in hand, once a bus or streetcar arrives, the crowd attempts to board – a process that can hold a transit vehicle up at an intersection through several green lights. Simply put, our current lengthy and slow boarding processes impede the effectiveness of our streetcars and buses. Because fare cards are not available for purchase at busy transit stops, riders must pay aboard the bus. Especially where many riders are attempting to board at once, this inefficient process ripples throughout our transit system as buses and streetcars fall behind their schedules. A number of options, from smart card and mobile ticketing to instituting a fare payment honor and enforcement system, would help streamline boarding.

Update real-time GPS fleet tracking and management.
An accurate and reliable real-time GPS technology for the entire fleet is a prerequisite for improving on-time performance. GPS technology supports improved operational control, provides valuable data for planning and scheduling, and keeps passengers reliably informed of service status. But the real-time GPS location hardware aboard NORTA's fleet performs poorly. The NORTA Board acknowledged these issues in renewing their contract with TransDev by requiring TransDev to present an Information Technology Plan for improving the system. Having better on-time performance information will lead to scheduling efficiencies and reduced costs.

Give transit priority on the road.
In order for transit to offer a competitive choice over automobile travel, it must be given priority on the roadway. Transit travel times are slow in large part because we do not design and operate our roadways in a manner that allows transit to succeed at providing quick, easy trips. Transit priority lanes and signal prioritization will enable transit vehicles to operate on schedule, even when there is traffic, making for a reliably convenient commute.

For streetcars, transit priority additionally means:

- **Placing the streetcar tracks in the neutral ground or in dedicated and grade-separated transit lanes in the roadway.** Streetcars that operate in mixed-traffic lanes must jockey with the same stop-and-go traffic that cars and buses do, but without the added benefit of being able to navigate around a source of delay (for example, a stalled car or a car accident). Dedicated streetcar lanes better ensure on-time performance, reliability and faster travel time gains. In some cases, placing streetcars into a dedicated transit lane would mean a reallocation of road space – a decision that must be supported by City of New Orleans public officials.

- **Reducing the number of intersections where vehicles can cross over streetcar tracks.** As currently designed, cars and other vehicles can cross onto and sit on streetcar tracks every 300 feet (approximate standard block length). Because of the unpredictability that these
frequent track crossings create, streetcar operators must drive at slow speeds in order to ensure that they can brake the streetcar in time to avoid an unexpected car crossing onto the tracks. Frequent track crossings have also contributed to New Orleans streetcars having one of the highest crash rates of passenger light rail systems in the country. By limiting the number of intersections where vehicles can cross or sit on the tracks, NORTA will not only improve their safety record, but also optimize streetcars’ on-time performance and reliability. Closing vehicular crossings over streetcar tracks would require the support and leadership of City of New Orleans’ public officials.

3. Make It Easier to Travel Across Parish Borders

New Orleans’ economy is inextricably linked to our neighboring parishes. In 2012, over 53,000 New Orleanians left the parish on a daily basis to commute to work, and over 87,000 commuters from outside of Orleans Parish traveled to work in New Orleans.¹ Our transit system must meet the demands of our regional workforce; this will require that NORTA and Jefferson Parish leaders work to coordinate seamless transit service across political boundaries.

**Coordinate regional fares.**

Prior to Katrina, NORTA and Jefferson Transit offered riders a regional day pass. This enabled riders to pay one fare to ride both systems. The pass was not restored post-Katrina, leaving riders who are dependent on both NORTA and JET transit systems to pay a full fare, twice, in each direction of their trip. Today, new technology exists to make creating a unified fare system easier than ever before.

**Design and operate high-frequency, rapid transit regional routes.**

Do not let issues of fragmented regional governance impede planning for a widely connected regional transit network. Restricting design of an optimal transit system to meet travel demand based on political boundaries will impede us from working out innovative solutions to deliver truly regional transit routes. Our regional employers and workforce deserve the opportunity to access rapid transit choices, like bus rapid transit and light rail connections.

**Explore various approaches to regional coordination and implementation of regional transit routes.**

Because NORTA serves only Orleans Parish and the City of Kenner, the agency is limited in its ability to provide transit routes throughout the region alone. Therefore, various approaches, from coordinating committees with representation from neighboring transit providers, to the long term prospect of consolidating these agencies, must be considered in order to implement needed reforms and improvements.

¹U.S. Census Bureau Center for Economic Studies Longitudinal Employer Household Dynamics, 2012.
Conclusions

Progress
RIDE New Orleans’ analysis in this report reveals that NORTA continues to make progress restoring transit service in a manner that benefits neighborhoods and residents across the city. In addition, the NORTA Board has taken important and necessary steps to steer the agency to stability, controlling costs and strengthening the agency’s financial and management oversight positions. City leaders are advancing key initiatives that require integrated land use, workforce and transportation policies, and this favorable policy climate creates new opportunities for advancing holistic improvements to our public transit service and infrastructure.

A Long Way to Go
Yet ten years out from the devastation of the flooding that followed Hurricane Katrina in 2005, just 45% of our overall transit service has returned. NORTA no longer supplies the highly frequent service that makes it easy and convenient to ride transit to its riders. These realities can be explained in large part by a significant decrease in operating funds available for transit since Katrina. In 2004, NORTA reported their operating expenses to be over $129 million; by 2013, their operating expenses had fallen to just $71 million.

Streetcars are the clear winner of New Orleans’ transit recovery. NORTA leaders are directing a larger share of their limited operating funds to expand streetcar service. In 2004, NORTA expended 14% on streetcar service, by 2013 that number had climbed to 34%. Not surprisingly, streetcar service has now fully rebounded from Katrina’s impacts, while bus service is running at 65% of pre-Katrina service levels. Given that existing streetcar lines serve only select neighborhoods, this uneven recovery has left many neighborhoods across the city with poor-quality transportation choices.

Simultaneously, an extensive streetcar expansion program is underway with a new streetcar route now operating on Loyola Avenue and tracks being laid along N. Rampart Street and St. Claude Avenue, and TransDev leaders have called for nearly $1 billion in additional capital funding to continue to lay new tracks. Yet New Orleanians are calling into question these projects and the mobility gains promised from new streetcar tracks.

A New Direction
NORTA is no longer at a point where the agency is simply recovering from post-Katrina devastation. Instead, the agency has moved beyond recovery to adding new streetcar tracks. Yet NORTA’s planning efforts have been limited to fragmented studies and piecemeal plans. The agency still lacks an integrated vision, guided by community priorities, and a framework with which to evaluate and weigh investment outcomes among competing interests for limited resources.
Develop a real transit master plan.
RIDE New Orleans is calling for the NORTA Board to work collaboratively with City leaders to develop a stakeholder-led transit master plan that dovetails into the City’s Master Plan update. Through community visioning sessions, NORTA should work to set long-term goals and priorities and develop a multi-modal operating and capital investment plan that optimizes existing transit services while envisioning a system expansion that supports businesses and workers in our local and regional economy to thrive. We have nothing to gain by waiting any longer to create a truly comprehensive, transit master plan.

Act on immediate operations improvements to optimize transit service performance.
NORTA should also seize on immediate opportunities to improve transit service using technology, design and new operating approaches to weed out inefficiencies. Improvements range from speeding up the boarding process through new fare technologies to giving transit vehicles traffic signal priority and can result in faster, more reliable transit service for riders and cost savings for NORTA.

Make it easier to travel across parish boundary lines.
Finally, NORTA must embrace the “regional” in their name and work to overcome political hurdles that prevent the truly regional transit service needed to support our regional economy. NORTA must develop partnerships with neighboring transit systems to coordinate a regional fare structure, and provide new regional transit routes that are not limited by parish boundary lines.
SECTION 1: TRANSIT RECOVERY
Ride New Orleans measured the amount of transit service available before and after Katrina in several different ways, including the number of weekly trips, the number of “vehicle revenue miles,” and the number of “vehicle revenue hours.”

- **Trips:** A “trip” is a single round trip made by a single vehicle, like a bus or streetcar, from the time it leaves its first station until it returns to that station at the end of its route. Ride New Orleans’ analysts relied on the RTA’s maps and schedules from 2005, 2012 and 2015 to count total weekly trips on each route. We added all the routes together to get the “weekly trip volume” or total number of weekly trips available in a normal week during 2005 and 2012. Our trip volume analysis does not include paratransit trips; it focuses on the scheduled service available to the majority of transit riders.

- **Vehicle Revenue Hours:** Pulled from the National Transit Database, this represents the hours that transit vehicles travel while they are accepting passengers on their scheduled routes. This statistic does not count any travel time that occurs when vehicles are out of service.

SECTION 2: NEIGHBORHOOD ANALYSIS
In this section, Ride New Orleans used the 72 neighborhood statistical area boundaries and names as defined by the New Orleans City Planning Commission to examine which bus and streetcar routes provided service to each neighborhood. Routes were deemed to serve a neighborhood if they: 1) ran through the neighborhood; 2) ran along a boundary street for the neighborhood; or 3) dead-ended or turned around at a boundary street for the neighborhood. In the following instances, we made exceptions to this policy:

- According to the way that the New Orleans City Planning Commission assigned neighborhood statistical area boundaries, the French Quarter and Iberville Development neighborhoods are bounded to the southwest by Iberville Street. We opted to use Canal Street as the southwestern boundary instead, based on the many transit lines serving the French Quarter and Iberville that turn around at or run along Canal Street that would not have been counted under our regular methodology.

- Where transit routes run on interstates and offer no local stops within a neighborhood, we did not count those routes as “serving” that neighborhood. Once we understood the transit routes that served each neighborhood, we then added together the total number of weekly bus and streetcar trips for the routes serving each neighborhood.

**A special note about methodology changes:** In addition to evaluating NORTA’s transit service, we incorporated transit lines offered by neighboring Jefferson Transit and St. Bernard Parish that enter into or abut Orleans Parish into our analysis. This slightly alters the analysis from our previous report released in July 2014 and entitled “The State of Transit in New Orleans: The need for a more efficient, equitable and sustainable system.” The neighborhoods impacted by this slight change in methodology include:

- **2005:** Hollygrove, Leonidas, Dixon, Lakewood, West End, Navarre, Iberville, Mid-City, Tulane/Gravier, Central Business District, French Quarter, Read Blvd East, Read Blvd West, Viavant/Venetian Isles
- **2012 and 2015:** Hollygrove, Leonidas, Dixon, Lakewood, West End, Navarre, Mid-City, Tulane/Gravier, Central Business District
SECTION 3. PEAK HOUR FREQUENCY
For our frequency analysis of the RTA’s 2005 and 2015 transit service, we looked at the headway – or number of minutes wait between transit trips – offered on each bus and streetcar route during morning peak hours between 6:30AM and 10:00AM and evening peak hours between 3:30PM and 7:00PM. These figures are based on official RTA schedules. We divided routes into these categories: less than 15 minutes’ headway at peak hours; 15 to 30 minutes; 30 to 60 minutes; and greater than 60 minutes (see Table 1.B) in both 2005 and 2015.

SECTION 4. RIDERSHIP
RTA ridership data is reported by NORTA and represents the number of passenger boardings per all of the agency’s transit vehicle over the course of a year.